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1. 

CLUSTERING SIGNIFIERS IN A SEMANTICS 
GRAPH 

BACKGROUND 

Enterprises can move workloads from a centrally hosted 
and managed center to network systems by offering users 
(e.g., employees or customers) services over the network. A 
service, as used herein, can include an intangible commodity 
offer to users of a network. Such services can include com 
puting resources (e.g., storage, memory, processing 
resources) and/or computer-readable instructions (e.g., pro 
grams). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating an example of a method 
for clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of a coarsening process for 
clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of a partitioning process for 
clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 2C illustrates an example of a refining process for 
clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a system 
according to the present disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

An enterprise may use an enterprise network, Such as a 
cloud system and/or Internet network, to distribute work 
loads. An enterprise network, as used herein, can include a 
network system to offer services to users of the enterprise 
(e.g., employees and/or customers). A user may benefit from 
another user's experience with a particular service. However, 
due to the distributed nature of an enterprise network, users 
may have difficulty in sharing knowledge. Such as services 
experiences. 

In some situations, an enterprise may use an enterprise 
communication network to assist users of an enterprise net 
work in sharing knowledge, learning from other users’ Ser 
vices experiences, and searching for content relevant to the 
enterprise and/or the enterprise network. The enterprise com 
munication network, as used herein, can include an electronic 
communication network to connect users of the network to 
relevant content. Users of the enterprise communication net 
work can contribute to the enterprise communication network 
through a range of activities Such as posting service-related 
entries, linking entries to content available on internal and 
external domains, reading comments, commenting on com 
ments, and/or voting on users’ entries. Thereby, the enterprise 
communication network can act as a social network associ 
ated with the enterprise, services offered by the enterprise, 
and/or documents associated with the enterprise, among 
other topics. 

However, the range of activities that users can contribute to 
an enterprise communication network can result in the enter 
prise communication network containing unstructured con 
tent. Due to the unstructured nature of the content, a general 
purpose search engine may not properly function to allow 
users to search for content in the enterprise communication 
network. General purpose search engines may utilize mea 
Sures Such as back-links and/or clicks to define a quality and 
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2 
reputation of searched content. In an enterprise communica 
tion network, the quality and reputations of content may not 
be proportional to the number of back-links and/or clicks. 

In contrast, in examples of the present disclosure, a relat 
edness of content within the enterprise communication net 
work can be identified by clustering signifiers in a semantics 
graph. A semantics graph can be associated with the enter 
prise communication network in that the semantics graph can 
include signifiers gathered from content within the enterprise 
communication network. The signifiers can be identified by 
gathering content using a search tool and extracting signifiers 
from the gathered content. A relatedness of the identified 
signifiers can be defined by clustering signifiers in the seman 
tics graph and can assist users in searching for content within 
the enterprise communication network. 

Examples of the present disclosure may include methods, 
systems, and computer-readable and executable instructions 
and/or logic. An example method for clustering signifiers in a 
Semantics graph can include coarsening a semantics graph 
associated with an enterprise communication network con 
taining a plurality of nodes into a number of Sub-graphs 
containing Supernodes, partitioning each of the number of 
Sub-graphs into a number of clusters, and iteratively refining 
the number of clusters to reduce the edge-cut of the weighted 
semantics graph, based on the number of clusters. 

In the following detailed description of the present disclo 
Sure, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that 
form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustra 
tion how examples of the disclosure may be practiced. These 
examples are described in sufficient detail to enable those of 
ordinary skill in the art to practice the examples of this dis 
closure, and it is to be understood that other examples may be 
utilized and the process, electrical, and/or structural changes 
may be made without departing from the scope of the present 
disclosure. 
The figures herein follow a numbering convention in which 

the first digit or digits correspond to the drawing figure num 
ber and the remaining digits identify an element or compo 
nent in the drawing. Similar elements or components between 
different figures may be identified by the use of similar digits. 
Elements shown in the various examples herein can be added, 
exchanged, and/or eliminated so as to provide a number of 
additional examples of the present disclosure. 

In addition, the proportion and the relative scale of the 
elements provided in the figures are intended to illustrate the 
examples of the present disclosure, and should not be taken in 
a limiting sense. As used herein, “a number of an element 
and/or feature can refer to one or more of such elements 
and/or features. 

FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating an example of a method 
100 for clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to 
the present disclosure. The method 100 can be used to cluster 
signifiers in a semantics graph associated with an enterprise 
communication network containing a plurality of signifiers. 
An enterprise communication network, as used herein, can 
include a network connecting a plurality of users and content 
through a range of activities. The activities can be related to a 
services network of the enterprise (e.g., enterprise network). 
For example, the activities can include posting service-re 
lated entries, linking entries to internal enterprise domains 
and/or external domains, and/or reading, commenting, and/or 
Voting on other user's entries. In various examples of the 
present disclosure, the enterprise communication network 
can be a Sub-portion of and/or contained within the enterprise 
network. 
A semantics graph can allow users of the enterprise com 

munication network to search for content within the enter 
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prise communication network. A general purpose search 
engine may not be able to search for content in the enterprise 
communication network given the unstructured nature of the 
content. Such a search engine may function by defining a 
quality and reputation of content (e.g., domains) based on a 
number of back-links (e.g., links from other content) and/or 
clicks by a user. However, content in the enterprise commu 
nication network may not have proportional back-links and/ 
or clicks to the quality and/or reputation of the content. In 
Some instances, content in the enterprise communication net 
work may not have measureable back-links and/or clicks 
(e.g., email). In order to search content within the enterprise 
communication network, semantics of signifiers within the 
enterprise network can be clustered. 
A semantics graph, as used here, can include a data struc 

ture representing concepts that are related to one another. The 
concepts can include words, phrases, and/or acronyms for 
instance. The semantics graph can include a plurality of nodes 
connected by a plurality of edges. A node can include a vertex 
representing a signifier. An edge can be incident to a vertex 
(e.g., an edge can connect a first vertex to a second vertex). A 
signifier, as used herein, can include a word, phrase, and/or 
acronym within the content of the enterprise network and/or 
the enterprise communication network. The signifiers can be 
gathered, in various examples, using search tools (e.g., web 
crawlers) and extraction tools (e.g., extractors). A signifier 
associated with the enterprise communication network can 
include a signifier gathered from the enterprise network and/ 
or the enterprise communication network. 
The semantics graph can be represented by the following: 

G=(SE). 

wherein S can denote a number of nodes (e.g. signifiers), and 
E can denote a number of edges (e can denote each individual 
edge) Such that each of the number of edges e connects the 
nodes in S. In other words, the G=(S.E) graph can be said to 
have a vertex set S and an edge set E. 
As used herein, a semantics graph can include a weighted 

semantics graph. A weighted semantics graph can include 
edges weighted to denote a numerical value associated with 
the edge. For instance, an edge connecting a pair of related 
signifiers (e.g., a first signifier and a second signifier) can be 
weighted with a positive numerical value representing a dis 
tance metric between the pair of related signifiers. As dis 
cussed further herein, a vertex weight can be calculated for 
the weighted graph. A vertex weight can include a numerical 
value associated with a node. A weighted semantics graph can 
be represented by the following: 

At 102, the method 100 for clustering signifiers in a seman 
tics graph can include coarsening the semantics graph for the 
enterprise communication network containing a plurality of 
nodes into a number of Sub-graphs containing Supernodes. A 
Supernode, as used herein, can include a number of nodes and 
the incident edges associated with each of the number of 
nodes. An edge incident to a first node can include an edge 
that connects the first node to a second node. 
A semantics graph can include a number of Subsets of 

nodes. A Subset of nodes can include nodes that are related to 
one another by Semantic proximity. Semantic proximity, as 
used herein, can include semantic relatedness and/or seman 
tic similarity wherein a metric is assigned to a pair of signi 
fiers indicating their relatedness. For instance, semantic proX 
imity and/or semantic relatedness can indicate how 
frequently a pair of signifiers is used together. Coarsening the 
semantics graph can include condensing the Subset of nodes 
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4 
into a number of supernodes such that the number of incident 
edges belonging to different Subsets of nodes (e.g. the edge 
cut) is minimized. For example, a Subset of nodes can include 
four nodes representing the words “a”, “the'. “wireless” and 
“connection', and the edges connecting the four nodes. A 
Supernode can be created (e.g., Supernode X) representing the 
words “a”, “the’, and "wireless', connected to the node “con 
nection”. In this example, the edge-cut can be reduced from 3 
to 1 given that Supernode X is only connected to one other 
node. 

In a number of examples, a Sub-graph can be iteratively 
coarsened to further reduce the edge-cut. In other words, 
coarsening the semantics graph can include condensing the 
semantics graph into a number of Supernodes a number of 
times, until no two edges in each sub-graph are incident to the 
same node and/or Supernode. 

For example, a semantics graph (e.g., Go wherein '0' can 
denote that the graph has not been coarsened) can be itera 
tively coarsened into a number of Sub-graphs (e.g., G, G, . 
. . . G.) Such that the number of nodes and/or Supernodes in 
each sub-graph G, G, ..., G, decreases during each coars 
ening iteration (e.g., SoSDS-> . . . DS). 
At 104, the method 100 for clustering signifiers in a seman 

tics graph can include partitioning each of the number of 
Sub-graphs into a number of clusters. In a number of 
examples, each of the number of Sub-graphs can be parti 
tioned into a number of clusters using a vertex weight for the 
Sub-graph. The vertex weight for the Sub-graph can include 
the sum of the weights of the vertices in the sub-graph. In a 
number of examples, if a vertex is not assigned a weight, the 
Vertex can be assigned a weight of 1. The Sub-graph can then 
be partitioned into two clusters, wherein each cluster has a 
vertex weight equal to one half of the vertex weight for the 
Sub-graph. 

In a number of examples, each of the number of sub-graphs 
can be iteratively partitioned into a number of clusters using 
a vertex weight. For instance, a Sub-graph can include a vertex 
weight of 500 and can be partitioned into two clusters each 
with a vertex weight of 250, and further partitioned into four 
clusters each with a vertex weight of 125. In other words, each 
of the number of Sub-graphs G, G, . . . . G can be parti 
tioned into a number of clusters, wherein each cluster is an 
equal portion the Sub-graph. In a number of examples, the 
number of Sub-graphs can be partitioned into a number of 
distinct clusters by using an algorithm (e.g. the Kernighan 
Lin algorithm). 
At 106, the method 100 for clustering signifiers in a seman 

tics graph can include iteratively refining the number of clus 
ters to reduce an edge-cut of the semantics graph, based on the 
number of clusters. Refining the semantics graph can include 
further reducing the edge-cut of the semantics graph using 
local refinement heuristics. For instance, after each of the 
number of Sub-graphs are partitioned into a number of clus 
ters, the edge-cut of the semantics graph can be determined. 
To further reduce the edge-cut of the number of clusters in the 
semantics graph, a first node and/or Supernode from a first 
cluster can be switched with a second node and/or Supernode 
from a second cluster. If the edge-cut of the number of clusters 
after the switch is more than the edge-cut of the number of 
clusters before the switch, the switch can be reversed. Con 
versely, if the edge-cut of the number of clusters after the 
switch is less than the edge-cut of the number of clusters 
before the switch, the switch can be maintained. This process 
can be iteratively repeated until the edge-cut of the number of 
clusters cannot be further reduced. 

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of a coarsening process 210 
for clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
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present disclosure. A coarsening process 210 for clustering 
signifiers can include coarsening a Subset of nodes in a 
semantics graph. As shown at 211, a Subset of nodes can 
include the nodes “a 201-1, “the 201-2, “connection' 201 
3, and “wireless' 201-4 connected by edges 203-1, 203-2, and 
203-3. Edges 203-1, 203-2, and 203-3 can be weighted with a 
numerical value, for instance, representing a distance metric 
and/or a co-occurrence metric. In a number of examples, 
nodes 201-1, 201-2, and/or 201-3 can be weighted with a 
numerical value. 
As shown at 213, a first Sub-graph containing Supernode 

205-1 can be created by condensing nodes 201-1 and 201-2 
during a first coarsening iteration. A Supernode can include a 
number of nodes and the edges connecting the number of 
nodes. For instance, supernode 205-1 can include nodes 
201-2 and 201-4, as well as edge 203-2. 
As shown at 215, a second Sub-graph containing Supernode 

209-1 can be created by condensing supernode 205-1 with 
node 201-3 during a second coarsening iteration, such that the 
number of incident edges is reduced to 1. For instance, Super 
node 209-1 can include nodes 201-2, 209-1 and 201-4, as well 
as edges 203-2 and 203-3, and can be connected to node 
201-1 by edge 203-1. 

Each coarsening iteration of the semantics graph can 
include a matching of nodes within the semantics graph. A 
matching of nodes within the semantics graph can include 
forming maximal matchings, wherein a matching is maximal 
if any edge in the semantics graph that is not in the matching 
has at least one of its nodes matched. In other words, each 
coarsening iteration of the semantics graph can include a 
series of matching iterations to reduce the number of nodes. 

For instance, a weighted semantics graph can start with 
10,000 nodes. After a first coarsening iteration, the weighted 
semantics graph can include a number of sub-graphs contain 
ing a number of Supernodes and/or nodes, wherein the total 
number of Supernodes and/or nodes in the weighted seman 
tics graph can be 9,000. After the second coarsening iteration, 
the weighted semantics graph can include a number of Sub 
graphs containing a number of Supernodes and/or nodes, 
wherein the total number of supernodes and/or nodes can be 
8,200. 

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of a partitioning process 
212 for clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to 
the present disclosure. The partitioning process 212 can 
include computing a bisection of the number of Sub-graphs. 
In other words, the partitioning process 212 can include par 
titioning each of the number of Sub-graphs into a number of 
clusters, wherein each of the number of clusters includes half 
of the total vertex weight of the sub-graph it was partitioned 
from. 

For instance, as shown in FIG. 2B, sub-graph 217 can 
include a node “receive’ 221-1 that has a vertex weight of 1 
(indicated in FIG. 2B by the parenthetical number following 
the word “receive'), connected to supernode 221-2 which 
includes the nodes “router 221-3, “fiber 221-4, “statistic' 
221-5, “remote 221-6, and “network' 221-7, with vertex 
weights of 13, 12, 4, 2, and 28, respectively. The partitioning 
process 212 can include creating a partitioned graph 219 by 
partitioning sub-graph 217 into two clusters 223 and 225, 
whereincluster 223 and cluster 225 each have a vertex weight 
of 30 (e.g., 28+2, 1+12+4+13) or half of the total vertex 
weight of 60 of sub-graph 217 (e.g., 1+13+12+28+4+2). That 
is, cluster 223 can include nodes 221-6 and 221-7, whereas 
cluster 225 can include nodes 221-1, and supernode 221-8 
wherein supernode 221-8 includes nodes 221-5, 221-4, and 
221-3. In a number of examples, the partitioning process 212 
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6 
can include computing a high-quality bisection of the number 
of Sub-graphs using the Kernighan-Lin algorithm. 
FIG.2C illustrates an example of a refining process 214 for 

clustering signifiers in a semantics graph according to the 
present disclosure. The refining process 214 can include 
Switching a node or Subset of nodes between a pair of clusters 
to reduce the edge-cut of the partitioned graph 219 (illustrated 
in FIG. 2B). 

For instance, the edge-cut of the partitioned graph 219 can 
include the numerical value of 5 indicating the number of 
incident edges belonging to different Subsets of nodes (e.g. 
edge-cut). In contrast, the edge-cut of the refined graph 231 
can include the numerical value of 4, indicating a reduced 
edge-cut. In a number of examples, the refined graph 219 can 
be iteratively refined by switching a pair of nodes and/or 
subsets of nodes between clusters 227 and 229 until the edge 
cut of the refined graph 231 cannot be reduced any further. 

FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an example of a 
system 322 according to the present disclosure. The system 
322 can utilize software, hardware, firmware, and/or logic to 
perform a number of functions. 
The system 322 can be any combination of hardware and 

program instructions configured to cluster signifiers in a 
semantics graph. The hardware, for example, can include a 
processing resource 324, and/or a memory resource 328 (e.g., 
computer-readable medium (CRM), machine readable 
medium (MRM), database, etc.) A processing resource 324, 
as used herein, can include any number of processors capable 
of executing instructions stored by a memory resource 328. 
Processing resource 324 may be integrated in a single device 
or distributed across devices. The program instructions (e.g., 
computer-readable instructions (CRI)) can include instruc 
tions stored on the memory resource 328 and executable by 
the processing resource 324 to implement a desired function 
(e.g., to coarsen a semantics graph associated with an enter 
prise communication network, etc.). 
The memory resource 328 can be in communication with a 

processing resource 324. A memory resource 328, as used 
herein, can include any number of memory components 
capable of storing instructions that can be executed by pro 
cessing resource 324. Such memory resource 328 can be 
non-transitory CRM. Memory resource 328 may be inte 
grated in a single device or distributed across devices. Fur 
ther, memory resource 328 may be fully or partially inte 
grated in the same device as processing resource 324 or it may 
be separate but accessible to that device and processing 
resource 324. Thus, it is noted that the system 322 may be 
implemented on a user and/or a client device, on a server 
device and/or a collection of server devices, and/or on a 
combination of the user device and the server device and/or 
devices. 
The processing resource 324 can be in communication 

with a memory resource 328 storing a set of CRI executable 
by the processing resource 324, as described herein. The CRI 
can also be stored in remote memory managed by a server and 
represent an installation package that can be downloaded, 
installed, and executed. The system322 can include memory 
resource 328, and the processing resource 324 can be coupled 
to the memory resource 328. 

Processing resource 324 can execute CRIthat can be stored 
on an internal or external memory resource 328. The process 
ing resource 324 can execute CRI to perform various func 
tions, including the functions described with respect to FIGS. 
1, 2A, 2B, and 2C. For example, the processing resource 324 
can execute CRI to cluster signifiers in a semantics graph. 
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The CRI can include a number of modules 330, 332,334. 
The number of modules 330, 332,334 can include CRI that 
when executed by the processing resource 324 can perform a 
number of functions. 
The number of modules 330,332,334 can be sub-modules 

of other modules. For example, the coarsening module 330 
and the partitioning module 332 can be sub-modules and/or 
contained within the same computing device. In another 
example, the number of modules 330,332,334 can comprise 
individual modules at separate and distinct locations (e.g., 
CRM, etc.). 
A coarsening module 330 can include CRI that when 

executed by the processing resource 324 can provide a num 
ber of coarsening functions. The coarsening module 330 can 
reduce the number of nodes in the semantics graph. The 
coarsening module can create a number of Sub-graphs con 
taining Supernodes within the semantics graph by matching 
and collapsing matched nodes within the semantics graph. 
A partitioning module 332 can include CRI that when 

executed by the processing resource 324 can perform a num 
ber of partitioning functions. The partitioning module 332 
can divide (e.g. partition) each of the number of Sub-graphs 
created by the coarsening module 330 into a number of clus 
terS. 

A refining module 334 can include CRI that when executed 
by the processing resource 334 can perform a number of 
refining functions. The refining module 334 can iteratively 
refine the number of clusters created by the partitioning mod 
ule 332 to reduce the edge-cut of the semantics graph, based 
on the number of clusters. 
A memory resource 328, as used herein, can include Vola 

tile and/or non-volatile memory. Volatile memory can include 
memory that depends upon power to store information, Such 
as various types of dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM), among others. Non-volatile memory can include 
memory that does not depend upon power to store informa 
tion. 

The memory resource 328 can be integral, or communica 
tively coupled, to a computing device, in a wired and/or a 
wireless manner. For example, the memory resource 328 can 
be an internal memory, a portable memory, a portable disk, or 
a memory associated with another computing resource (e.g., 
enabling CRIs to be transferred and/or executed across a 
network such as the Internet). 
The memory resource 328 can be in communication with 

the processing resource 324 via a communication path 326. 
The communication path 326 can be local or remote to a 
machine (e.g., a computing device) associated with the pro 
cessing resource 324. Examples of a local communication 
path 326 can include an electronic bus internal to a machine 
(e.g., a computing device) where the memory resource 328 is 
one of Volatile, non-volatile, fixed, and/or removable storage 
medium in communication with the processing resource 324 
via the electronic bus. 
The communication path 326 can be such that the memory 

resource 328 is remote from the processing resource (e.g., 
324), Such as in a network connection between the memory 
resource 328 and the processing resource (e.g., 324). That is, 
the communication path 326 can be a network connection. 
Examples of Such a network connection can include a local 
area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), personal 
area network (PAN), and the Internet, among others. In such 
examples, the memory resource 328 can be associated with a 
first computing device and the processing resource 324 can be 
associated with a second computing device (e.g., a Java R. 
server). For example, a processing resource 324 can be in 
communication with a memory resource 328, wherein the 
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8 
memory resource 328 includes a set of instructions and 
wherein the processing resource 324 is designed to carry out 
the set of instructions. 
The processing resource 324 coupled to the memory 

resource 328 can execute CRI to cluster signifiers in a seman 
tics graph. The processing resource 324 coupled to the 
memory resource 328 can also execute CRI to create a coars 
ened graph by iteratively matching a number of nodes within 
a Subset of nodes in a semantics graph, and collapsing each set 
of matched nodes to create a Supernode; create a partitioned 
graph from the coarsened graph by partitioning a number of 
Sub-graphs in the coarsened graph based on a vertex weight, 
wherein the partitioned graph includes a reduced edge-cut as 
compared to the semantics graph; and reduce the edge-cut of 
the partitioned graph using local refinement heuristics. 
As used herein, “logic' is an alternative or additional pro 

cessing resource to execute the actions and/or functions, etc., 
described herein, which includes hardware (e.g., various 
forms of transistor logic, application specific integrated cir 
cuits (ASICs), etc.), as opposed to computer executable 
instructions (e.g., Software, firmware, etc.) stored in memory 
and executable by a processor. 
The specification examples provide a description of the 

applications and use of the system and method of the present 
disclosure. Since many examples can be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the system and method 
of the present disclosure, this specification sets forth some of 
the many possible example configurations and implementa 
tions. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method comprising: 
generating a semantics graph that represents content 

extracted from an enterprise network in the form of 
signifiers, wherein nodes of the semantics graph repre 
sent the signifiers; 

coarsening the semantics graph of the signifiers into a 
number of sub-graphs, the number of sub-graphs includ 
ing a particular sub-graph that comprises a first node and 
a second node of the semantics graph; 

after coarsening the semantics graph into the number of 
Sub-graphs, splitting the particular Sub-graph into mul 
tiple clusters comprising a first cluster that includes the 
first node and a second cluster that includes the second 
node; and 

after splitting the particular Sub-graph into the multiple 
clusters, reducing an edge-cut of the multiple clusters by 
switching the first node from the first cluster to the 
second cluster and Switching the second node from the 
second cluster to the first cluster. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein coarsening the seman 
tics graph comprises condensing multiple individual nodes of 
the semantics graph into a Supernode, the Supernode includ 
ing the multiple individual nodes and incident edges of the 
multiple individual nodes. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein prior to splitting the 
particular Sub-graph, the particular sub-graph includes the 
Supernode. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein splitting the particular 
Sub-graph into the multiple clusters comprises: 

splitting the Supernode so that some of the multiple indi 
vidual nodes of the supernode are included in the first 
cluster and others of the multiple individual nodes of the 
Supernode are included in the second cluster. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the semantics graph 
comprises a weighted semantics graph; and 
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wherein splitting the particular Sub-graph comprises split 
ting the particular sub-graph into the multiple clusters 
based on weights of the nodes included in the particular 
Sub-graph. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein splitting the particular 
Sub-graph into multiple clusters based on the weights of the 
nodes comprises splitting the particular sub-graph so that the 
first cluster and the second cluster have equal node weights. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein reducing comprises 
iteratively reducing the edge-cut using local refinement heu 
ristics. 

8. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing 
instructions executable by a processing resource to: 

generate a weighted semantics graph that represents con 
tent extracted from an enterprise network in the form of 
signifiers, wherein nodes of the weighted semantics 
graph represent the signifiers; 

coarsen the weighted semantics graph into a number of 
Sub-graphs, including a particular sub-graph comprising 
a Supernode comprising multiple individual nodes of the 
Semantics graph; 

after coarsening of the semantics graph, split the particular 
Sub-graph into a first cluster and a second cluster of 
equal weight; and 

after splitting the particular Sub-graph into the first and 
second clusters, reduce an edge-cut of the first and sec 
ond clusters by switching an individual node in the first 
cluster with another individual node in the second clus 
ter. 

9. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 
8, wherein the instructions are executable by the processing 
resource to split the particular sub-graph into the first and 
second clusters by assigning the Supernode to the first cluster. 

10. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 8, wherein the instructions are executable by the pro 
cessing resource to split the particular sub-graph into the first 
and second clusters by assigning some of the multiple indi 
vidual nodes of the Supernode to the first cluster and assigning 
others of the multiple individual nodes of the supernode to the 
second cluster. 

11. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 8, wherein the instructions are executable by the pro 
cessing resource to coarsen the weighted semantics graph 
into the number of Sub-graphs in multiple iterations. 

12. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 11, wherein the instructions are executable by the pro 
cessing resource to coarsen the weighted semantics graphs 
by: 

in a first iteration of the multiple iterations: 
condense a first individual node and a second individual 

nodes of the semantics graph into a first Supernode: 
and 

in a second iteration of the multiple iterations: 
condense the first supernode and a third individual node 

of the semantics graph to form the Supernode com 
prising the multiple individual nodes of the weighted 
Semantics graph. 

13. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 11, wherein a number individual nodes in the semantics 
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10 
graph is reduced with each of the multiple iterations as indi 
vidual nodes are condensed into Supernodes. 

14. A system comprising: 
a processing resource; and 
a memory resource coupled to the processing resource, the 
memory resource comprising instructions executable by 
the processing resource to: 

generate a semantics graph that represents content 
extracted from an enterprise network in the form of 
signifiers, wherein nodes of the semantics graph repre 
sent the signifiers; 

create a coarsened graph from a semantics graph, the coars 
ened graph comprising multiple Sub-graphs, the mul 
tiple sub-graphs comprising a particular Sub-graph 
including a first node and a second node of the semantics 
graph; 

create a partitioned graph from the coarsened graph by 
splitting each of the multiple Sub-graphs into multiple 
clusters, including splitting the particular Sub-graph 
itself into multiple clusters comprising a first cluster 
including the first node and a second cluster including 
the second node; and 

reduce an edge-cut of the partitioned graph using local 
refinement heuristics. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the instructions are 
executable by the processing resource to reduce the edge-cut 
of the partitioned graph using local refinement heuristics by 
determining the edge-cut of the partitioned graph after 
switching the first node in the first cluster with the second 
node in the second cluster. 

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the instructions 
executable by the processing resource to reduce the edge-cut 
of the partitioned graph using local refinement heuristics 
further by maintaining the switched first node and second 
node when the switch reduces the edge-cut of the partitioned 
graph. 

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the instructions 
executable by the processing resource to reduce the edge-cut 
of the partitioned graph using local refinement heuristics 
further by reversing the switched of the first node and the 
second node when the Switch does not reduce the edge-cut of 
the partitioned graph. 

18. The system of claim 14, wherein the semantics graph 
comprises a weighted semantics graph; and 

wherein the instructions are executable by the processing 
resource to create the partitioned graph from the coars 
ened graph by splitting the particular Sub-graph itself 
into multiple clusters of equal weight. 

19. The system of claim 14, wherein the instructions are 
executable by the processing resource to create the coarsened 
graph to include a Supernode comprising multiple individual 
nodes of the semantics graph. 

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the instructions are 
executable by the processing resource further to generate the 
Supernode by condensing the multiple individual nodes into 
the Supernode over multiple coarsening iterations. 

k k k k k 


